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ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT
In
Inthis
thispaper,
paper,we
wepresent
presentthe
theapplication
applicationof
ofneural
neuralnetwork
network
for
for predicting
predicting software
software development
development faults
faults including
including
object-oriented
object-orientedfaults.
faults.Object-oriented
Object-orientedmetrics
metricscan
canbe
beused
used
in
inquality
qualityestimation.
estimation.In
Inpractice,
practice,quality
qualityestimation
estimationmeans
means
either
In the
the
either estimating
estimating reliability
reliability or
or maintainability.
maintainability. In
context
context of
of object-oriented
object-oriented metrics
metrics work,
work, reliability
reliability isis

typically
typically measured
measured as
as the
the number
number of
of defects.
defects. ObjectObjectoriented
oriented design
design metrics
metrics are
are used
used as
as the
the independent
independent
variables
variables and
and the
the number
number of
of faults
faults isis used
used as
as dependent
dependent
variable
variableinin our
ourstudy.
study.Software
Softwaremetrics
metricsused
usedinclude
includethose
those
concerning
conceming inheritance
inheritance measures,
measures, complexity
complexity measures,
measures,
coupling
coupling measures
measures and
and object
object memory
memory allocation
allocation
measures.
measures. We
We also
also test
test the
the goodness
goodness of
of ﬁt
fit of
of neural
neural
network
network model
model by
by comparing
comparing the
the prediction
prediction result
result for
for
software
softwarefaults
faultswith
with multiple
multipleregression
regressionmodel.
model. Our
Our study
study
isis conducted
on three
three industrial
industrial real-tirne
real-time systems
systems that
that
conducted on
contain
containaa number
number of
of natural
natural faults
faults that
that has
has been
been reported
reported
for
forthree
threeyears
years[1].
[l].

1.1.INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Neural
Neural networks
networks have
have seen
seen an
an explosion
explosion of
of interest
interest over
over
the
the years,
years, and
and are
are being
being successfully
successfully applied
applied across
across aa

range
range of
of problem
problem domains,
domains, in
in areas
areas as
as diverse
diverse as
as ﬁnance,
finance,
medicine,
medicine, engineering,
engineering, geology
geology and
and physics.
physics. Indeed,
Indeed,
anywhere
anywhere that
that there
there are
are problems
problems of
of prediction,
prediction,
classiﬁcation
classification or
or control,
control, neural
neural networks
networks are
are being
being

introduced.
introduced. ItIt can
can learn
leam by
by example.
example. In
In order
order to
to make
make aa

neural
neural network
network useful,
useful, the
the user
user needs
needs to
to gather
gather
representative
data, and
and then
then invokes
invokes training
training algorithms
algorithms
representative data,

to
to train
train the
theneural
neuralnetwork.
network.
Only
Only aa few
few applications
applications of
of artiﬁcial
artificial network
network to
to
soﬁware
software quality
quality have
have appeared
appeared in
in the
the literature
literature [15].
[15].
Khoshgoﬁarr
Khoshgoftarr et
et al.
al. [15]
[15]introduced
introduced the
the use
use of
of the
the neural
neural
networks
networks as
as aa tool
tool for
for predicting
predicting soﬁware
software quality.
quality. They
They
compared
compared the
the neural-network
neural-networkmodel
model with
with aa nonparametric
nonparametric
disciminant
disciminant model,
model, and
and found
found the
the neural
neural network
network model
model

had
had better
better predictive
predictive accuracy.
accuracy. Their
Their model
model used
used domain
domain

metrics
metrics derived
derived from
fiom the
the complexity
complexitymetric
metric data.
data. These
These
metrics
metrics are
are not
not adequate
adequate for
for detecting
detecting object-oriented
object-oriented
faults.
faults. Since
Since the
the object-oriented
object-oriented paradigm
paradigm exhibits
exhibits
different
different characteristics
characteristics from
from the
the procedural
procedural paradigm,
paradigm,
software
softwaremetrics
metrics inin object-oriented
object-oriented paradigm
paradigm need
need to
to be
be
used.
used.
With
Withthe
the increasing
increasinguse
use of
ofobject-oriented
object-orientedmethods
methodsinin
new
new software
software development
development there
there isis aa growing
growing need
need to
to
improve
improve current
current practice
practice inin object-oriented
object-oriented design
design and
and
development.
development.
Possible
Possibleproblems
problems in
in system
systemdesigns
designscan
can be
be detected
detected
during
duringdevelopment
developmentprocess.
process.Meaningful
Meaningfulsoﬂzware
softwaremetrics
metrics
are
areused
used for
formeasuring
measuringproject
projectprogress
progressand
andquality.
quality.They
They
provide
provide help
help for
for developers
developers and
and managers
managers to
to promote
promote
better
better designs,
designs, more
more reusable
reusable code,
code, and
and better
better estimates.
estimates.

The
The software
softwaremetrics
metrics can
can be
be divided
divided into
intoproject
project metrics
metrics
and
and design
design metrics.
metrics. Project
Project metrics
metrics are
are used
used to
to predict
predict
project
projectneeds,
needs, such
suchas
asstafﬁng
staffinglevels
levelsand
andtotal
total effort.
effort.They
They
also
also measure
measure the
the dynamic
dynamic changes
changes that
that have
have taken
taken place
place

in
in the
the state
state of
of the
the project,
project, such
such as
as “how
“how much
much has
has been
been
done”
done” and
and “how
“how much
much isis leﬁ
left to
to do”.
do”. These
These metrics
metrics are
are
more
more global
global and
and less
less speciﬁc
specific than
than the
the design
design metrics.
metrics.
Design
Design metrics
metrics are
are measurements
measurements of
of the
ofthe
the
the static
staticstate
stateof
project
project design
design at
at aa particular
particular point
point in
in time.
time. These
These metrics
metrics
are
aremore
more localized
localizedand
andprescriptive
prescriptivein
innature.
nature. They
Theylook
look at
at
the
the quality
quality of
of the
the way
way the
the system
system isis being
being built.
built. The
The
quality
quality characteristics
characteristics are
are reliability,
reliability, maintainability,
maintainability,
extendibility,
extendibility,usability
usabilityand
and reusability
reusability [2].
[2].
Object-oriented
Object-oriented metrics
metrics can
can be
be used
used in
in quality
quality

estimation.
estimation. In
In practice,
practice, quality
quality estimation
estimation means
means either
either
estimating
of
estimating reliability
reliability or
or maintainability.
maintainability. In
In the
the context
context of

object-oriented
object-oriented metrics
metrics work,
work, reliability
reliability isis typically
typically
measured
measured as
as the
the number
number of
of defects.
defects. These
These can
can be
be preprerelease
or post
post release.
release. The
The estimated
estimated number
number of
of defects
defects
release or
can
can also
also be
be normalized
normalized by
by aa size
size measure
measure to
to obtain
obtain aa
defect
defect density
densityestimate.
estimate.
We
We aim
aim to
to build
build an
an efﬁcient
efficient predictive
predictive model
model by
by

combining
combining power
power of
of neural
neural network
network and
and object-oriented
object-oriented
software
softwaremetrics.
metrics.

п
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2.2. RELATED
RELATED WORK
WORK

-

〝 【 they used six
six inheritance
inheritance metrics,
metrics, 18
18 design
design coupling
coupling
metrics,
metrics, 12
12 code
code coupling
coupling metrics
metrics and
and 13
13 complexity
metrics.
Toshihiro
metrics. The
The results
results of their experiment
expeMent show that the
Toshihiro Kamiya
Kamiya et al.
al. [3] presented a method to,
to
the
estimate
estimate the fault-proneness of
of 'the
-the class
class in-the
in the early
e&ly ー
selected metrics
metrics can predict
predict with a high
high level
level of accuracy
accuracy
selected
phase, using
the classes
using several
several complexity
complexity metrics
metrics for“
for object—'
objectclasses that can be potentially reusable. The
The four
four
predictive
' oriented software.
software. They
They introduced
introduced four
four checkpoints
checkpoints into
into
predictive models obtained
obtained give
give aa satisfactory
satisfactory results
results
(74% to 89%
the analysis/design/irnplementation
analysis/design/implementation phase, and
and estimate
estimate
89% of accuracy).
accuracy).
the fault-prone classes
classes using the applicable
applicable metrics
metrics at each,
each
checkpoint.
checkpoint. They
They estimate
estimate thefault-proness
the fault-proness by using
using the
3. DESIGN
DESIGN OF
OF THE
THE EMPIRICAL STUDY
STUDY
_
multivariate
multivariate logistic
logistic regression
regression analysis.
analysis.
The objective
Emanm and Melo
Melo [4]
[4] have performed to construct
construct a
objective of this
this study is
is to
to estimate
estimate how
how many
many faults
faults
are
logistic
logistic regression
regression model to predict
predict which classes
classes in a
are remaining in the
the programs. The
The use of object-oriented
object-oriented
software
future
future release
release of a commercial
commercial Java application will be
to
software development
development techniques
techniques add
add new
new elements
elements to
software
faulty.
faulty. The
The model
model was
on aa subsequent
subsequent
software complexity
complexity in the software
software development
development process
process
was then
then validated
validated on
and
release of the same
same application. Their results indicated
indicated
and in
in the
the software
software product.
product. Traditional
Traditional metrics
metrics are
are not
not
adequate
prediction model
model had a high
adequate for detecting
detecting object-oriented
object-oriented faults.
faults. ObjectObjecthigh accuracy.
accuracy. They used
that the prediction
ten design metrics,
metrics, two
two deﬁned
defined by»
by Chidamber and
oriented
oriented faults
faults that are
are strongly
strongly related to the ОО
00 features
features
and are
Kemerer [5]
[5] and eight by Briand et al
a1 [6].
[6].
are introduced
introduced by these features
features such
such as inheritance
inheritance
and polymorphism.
In [7], the relationships between existing
existing objectobjectpolymorphism. The
The object
object management faults
faults that are
are
related to object management such
oriented
oriented coupling, cohesion,
cohesion, and inheritance
inheritancemeasures
measures and
such as
as object
object copying,
copying,
the probability of fault
fault detection
detection in system
system classes
classes during
during
dangling
so on
dangling reference, object memory usage
usage faults
faults and
and so
[1].
testing
[l]. Our
Our neural
neuraI network model
model aims
aims to
to predict
predict the
the number
number
testing explored
explored empirically.
empirically. Their univariate
univariate regression
regression
of all kinds
analysis
kinds of faults
faults including
including object-oriented faults.
faults. We
analysis have
have shown
shown that many coupling
coupling and inheritance
inheritance
used software
software metrics
metrics including
including both object-oriented
object-oriented
measures are strongly related to‘the
to the probability of fault
measures
metrics
detection
metrics and
and traditional complexity software
software metrics. In
detection in a class.
class. Their multivariate’regression
multivariate regression analysis
analysis
this study,
results showed
study, we use software
software metrics concerning
concerning with
showed that by'using
by using some
some of the coupling
coupling and
inheritance
inheritance measures,
measures, very accurate
accurate models could be
inheritance
inheritance related measures, complexity
complexity measures,
coupling
derived
coupling measures and memory allocation measures. To
predict in which classes
classes most of the faults
faults
To
derived to predict
detect
actually
actually lie.
lie. In order
order to draw more general
general conclusions
conclusions
detect software
software faults,
faults, we selected
selected the following
following metrics,
and conﬁrm
which are
[I], Chidamber
Chidamber
c o n f i i the,
the results,
results, they
they conducted
conducted the same
same study
are deﬁned
defined by Mei-Huei
Mei-Huei Tang
Tang et
et al.
al. [1],
and Kemerer [5].
again
an industrial system
system developed
developed by
[5].
again using an
〝
'
professional in [8].
[SI.
L. Briand
Briand et al. [9]
[9] built a fault-proneness prediction
3.1. Inheritance
Inheritance related
related measures
measures
model based on a set of ОО
00 measures
measures using
using data collected
collected
Inheritance
from
Inheritance is a kind of relationship
relationship among classes
classes that
that
from a mid-sized
mid-sized Java system
system using logistic
logistic regression
regression
enables
analysis,
enables programmers
programmers to reuse previously deﬁned
defined objects,
analysis, and
and then applied
applied the model to a different
different Java
including
system
system developed
developed by‘
by the same team. They then evaluated
evaluated
including variables
variables and
and operations.
operations. Inheritance
Inheritance decreases
decreases
complexity by reducing the number of operations
' the accuracy
accuracy the model’s prediction
prediction in that system
system and the
operations and
model’s economic
attributes,
economic viability
viability using a cost-beneﬁt
cost-benefit model.
attributes, but this
this abstraction
abstraction of objects
objects can make
maintenance
In [10],
[lo], empirical study
study was performed with the data
maintenance and design
design difﬁcult.
difficult. The following
following metrics
are
from a commercial Java appliéation
application using
using logistic
logistic
from
&-e used
used to
to measure
measure the
the depth
depth and
and breadth
breadth of
of the
the
inheritance
regression.
regression. They found
found that Depth
Depth of Inheritance
Inheritance Tree
inheritance hierarchy.
hierarchy.
(DIT)
(DIT) is a good measure
measure of familiarity and, has a
quadratic relationship
relationship with fault-proneness.
fault-proneness. Their
・ Depth
Depth of
of Inheritance
Inheritance Tree
Tree (DIT)
(DIT) of
of aa class
class is
is the
the
hypotheses were conﬁrmed
confiied for Import
Import Coupling
Coupling to other
length
length of
of the
the longest
longest path
path from
from the
the class
class to
to the
the
Coupling and Number
Number of Children
classes, Export Coupling
Children metrics.
metrics.
root in the inheritance
This determines
determines
inheritance hierarchy.
hierarchy. This
The
The Ancestor based Import Coupling
Coupling metrics were not
the complexity
complexity of a class based on its ancestors,
associated with fault-proneness
fault-proneness after controlling for the
since
since aa class
class with
with many
many ancestors
ancestors is
is likely
likely to
to
confounding effect
effect of DH.
DIT.
inherit
inherit much of the complexity
complexity of its ancestors.
ancestors.
Yida Mao, Н.А.
H.A. Sahraoui
Sahraoui and H.
H. Lounis
Lounis [11]
[ll]
The deeper a class
class is in the hierarchy,
hierarchy, the greater
greater
proposed an experiment to verify three
three hypotheses
hypotheses about
about
the number of methods
methods it is likely to inherit
inherit
the impact of three
three internal
internal characteristics
characteristics (inheritance,
(inheritance,
making it more complex
complex to predict its behavior.
coupling
coupling and complexity)
complexity) of 00
00 applications
applications on
on
reusability.
reusability. That veriﬁcation
veriiicationwas done through a machinemachineNumber of Children
・
Children (NOC)
(NOC) measures the number
leaming
learning approach
approach C4.5 [12].
[12]. To verify the hypotheses,
hypotheses,
of immediate
particular class.
immediate descendants
descendants of a particular

This
This measures
measures an
an amount
amount of
of potential
potential reuse
reuse of
of

the
the class.
class. The
Themore
more reuse
reuse aa class
classmight
mighthave,
have, the
the
more
more complex
complex itit may
may be,
be, and
and the
the more
more classes
classes
are
in its
its
are directly
directly affected
affected by
by changes
changes in
implementation.
implementation.

3.2.
3.2. Coupling
Couplingmeasures
measures
Coupling
Couplingmetrics
metrics measure
measure the
the degree
degree of
of inter
inter dependence
dependence
among
among the
the components
components of
of aa soﬁware
software system.
system. High
High
coupling
coupling makes
makes aa system
system more
more complex;
complex; highly
highly
interrelated
interrelatedmodules
modules are
are harder
harder to
to understand,
understand, change
change or
or

coupling,
correct.
correct. By
By minimize
"ize
coupling,propagating
propagating errors
errors across
across
modules
modules can
can be
be avoided.
avoided.These
Thesemetrics
metrics are
are as
as follows:
follows:
・0

Coupling
Coupling Between
Between Objects
Objects (CBO)
(CBO) isis deﬁned
defined as
as
the
the number
number of
of other
other classes
classes to
to which
which itit isis
coupled.
coupled.

о

Response
Response For
For aa Class
Class (RFC)
(RFC) isis the
the number
number of
of
methods
methods that
that can
can potentially
potentially be
be executed
executed in
in
response
response to
to aa message
message received
received by
by an
an object
object of
of
that
that class.
class. The
The response
response set
set of
of aa class
class consists
consists of
of
the
M methods
methods of
of the
the class,
class, and
and the
the set
set of
of
the set
set of
of M
methods
methods directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly invoked
invoked by
by
methods
methodsin
in M.
M.

・

Inheritance
Inheritance Coupling
Coupling (IC)
(IC) provides
provides the
the number
number
of
of parent
parent classes
classes to
to which
which aa given
given class
class isis
coupled.
coupled. A
A class
class is
is coupled
coupled to
to its
its parent
parent class
class if
if
one
one of
of its
its inherited
inherited methods
methods isis functionally
functionally
dependent
dependent on
on the
the new
new or
or redeﬁned
redefined methods
methods in
in
the
the class.
class.

・0

Coupling
Coupling Between
Between Methods
Methods (CBM)
(CBM) provides
provides the
the
total
total number
number of
of new/redefmed
newiredefined methods
methods to
to which
which
all
all the
the inherited
inherited methods
methods are
are coupled.
coupled. CBM
CBM
measures
measures the
the total
total number
number of
of function
function
dependency
dependency relationships
relationships between
between the
the inherited
inherited
methods
methods and
and new/redefmed
newiredefinedmethods.
methods.

3.3. Complexity
Complexity measures
measures

In
In this
this study,
study, the
the following
following metrics
metrics are
are used
used to
to evaluate
evaluate
the
of a class.
class.
the complexity
complexity of
・0

Weighted
Weighted Methods
Methods per
per Class
Class (WMC)
(WMC) is
is deﬁned
defined
as
as being
being the
the number
number of all
all member
member functions
functions and
and
operators
operators deﬁned
defined in
in each
each class.
class.

・

Average
Average Method
Method Complexity
Complexity (AMC)
(AMC) provides
provides
the average
average method
method size
size for
for each
each class.
class.

3.4.
3.4. Object/memory
Objectlmemoryallocation
allocationmeasures
measures
eat/memory allocating
A
A class
class with
with more
more obj
objectlmemory
allocating activities
activities
tends
tendsto
to introduce
introducemore
morethe
the object
object management
managementfaults
faultsthat
that
are
are related
related to
to object
objectmanagement
management such
such as
as object
object copying,
copying,
dangling
soon.
on.
danglingreference,
reference,object
objectmemory
memory usage
usage faults
faultsand
and so

0

Number
Number of
of Object/Memory
Objecthlemory Allocation
Allocation metric
metric
measures
measures the
the total
total number
number of
of statements
statements that
that
allocates
allocatesnew
new object
object or
or memories
memoriesin
in aa class.
class.

4.
4. ElVIPHERICAL
EMPHERICALRESULTS
RESULTS
The
The applications
applicationsused
used in
in this
this study
study are
arethree
three subsystems
subsystemsof
of
an
an HMI
HMI (Human
(Human Machine
Machine Interface)
Interface) soﬁware,
software,which
which isis aa
fully
fully networked
networked Supervisory
Supervisory Control
Control and
and Data
Data
Acquisition
Acquisition system
system [1].
[l]. Subsystem
SubsystemA
A isis aa user
user interfaceinterfaceoriented
20 classes.
classes. Subsystem
Subsystem BB
orientedprogram
program that
that consists
consistsof
of 20
is
is real-time
real-time data
data logging
logging process
process that
that deﬁnes
defines 48
48 classes.
classes.
Subsystem
Subsystem C
C isis aa communication-oriented
communication-orientedprogram
program that
that
deﬁnes
29 classes.
classes.
defines29
We
We divided
divided the
the data
data into
into training
training set,
set, test
test set
set and
and

production
production set.
set. We
We extract
extract 19
19patterns
pattems of
of the
the total
total patterns
pattems
to
to make
make the
the test
test set
set to
to prevent
prevent over
over training
training network
network so
so
they
they will
will generalize
generalize well
well on
on new
new data
data and
and 19
19 patterns
pattems to
to
make
make the
the production
production set
set to
to be
be used
used to
to test
test the
the network’s
network's
results
results with
with the
the data
data the
the network
network has
has never
never seen
seen before.
before.
The
The remainder
remainder59
59 patterns
patterns are
are set
set for
for the
the training
training set.
set.
The
[17] is
is used
used in
in this
this investigation.
investigation.
The Ward
Ward Network
Network [17]
It
It isis aa Backpropagation
Backpropagationnetwork
network that
that has
has three
three slabs
slabs in
in the
the
hidden
known
hidden layer.
layer. Hidden
Hidden layers
layers in
in neural
neural network
network are
are known
as
as feature
feature detectors.
detectors. A
A slab
slab is
is aa group
group of
of neurons.
neurons. When
When
each
in the
the hidden
hidden layer
layer has
has aa different
different activation
activation
each slab
slab in
function,
of viewing
viewing the
the data.
data.We
We use
use
function, itit offers
offers three
three ways
ways of
linear
linear function
function to
to the
the output
output slab.
slab. It
It is
is useful
useful for
for our
our
problem
problem where
where the
the output
output is
is aa continuous
continuous variable.
variable. It
It does
does
not
not represent
represent categories.
categories. Although
Although the
the linear
linear function
function
detracts
detracts from
from the
the power
power of
of the
the network
network somewhat,
somewhat, itit
sometimes
sometimes prevents
prevents the
the network
network from
from producing
producing outputs
outputs
with
min or
or max
max of
of the
the output
output scale.
scale.
with more
more error
error near
near the
the min
In
In other
other words
words the
the results
results may
may be
be more
more consistent
consistent

throughout
throughout the
the scale
scale with
with smaller
smaller learning
learning rates,
rates,
momentums,
momentums, and
and initial
initial weight
weight sizes.
sizes. We
We use
use hyperbolic
hyperbolic
tangent
tangent (tanh)
(tanh) function
function is
is used
used in
in one
one of
of the
the slabs
slabs of
of

hidden
hidden layer
layer because
because itit is
is better
better for
for continuous
continuous valued
valued
outputs
outputs especially
especially if
if the
the linear
linear function
function is
is used
used on
on the
the
output
output layer.
layer. Gaussian
Gaussian function
function is
is used
used in
in one
one of
of the
the slabs
slabs
of
of hidden
hidden layer.
layer. This
This function
function is
is unique,
unique, because
because unlike
unlike
the
the others,
others, it
it is
is not
not an
an increasing
increasing function.
function. It
It is
is the
the classic
classic
bell
bell shaped
shaped curve,
curve, which
which maps
maps high
high values
values into
into low
low ones,
ones,
and
and maps
maps mid-range
mid-range values
values into
into high
high ones.
ones. Gaussian
Gaussian
Complement
Complement is
is used
used in
in one
one of
of the
the slabs
slabs of
of hidden
hidden layer
layer to
to
bring
bring out
out meaningful
meaningful characteristics
characteristicsin
in the
the extremes
extremes of
of the
the

data. The
The learning
learning rate and momentum
momentum are set
set to 0.1
0.1 and
data.
initial weight is
is set to 0.3.
0.3.
initial
To
To measure
measure of the
the goodness
fit of the model,
goodness of ﬁt
model, we

maximum absolute error.
error.
maximum
Coefﬁcient
Coefficient of correlation
correlation (r) (Pearson’s
(Pearson’s Linear
Correlation Coefﬁcient)
Coefficient) is a statistical
statistical measure
measure of the
Correlation
relationship between
between the actual
actual versus
strength of the relationship
strength
predicted outputs.
outputs. The
The r coefﬁcient
coefficient can range from
from -1 to
predicted
+1.
+ l . The
The closer r is
is to 1,
1, the stronger
stronger the positive
positive linear
relationship, and the closer
closer r is
is to —1,
-1, the stronger
stronger the
relationship,
0, there
there is no
negative linear
linear relationship.
relationship. When r is
is near О,
negative
relationship.
linear relationship.

r=s,y

JG-

Where
where n equals
equals the number of patterns,
pattems, x refers to the set
of actual
actual outputs,
outputs, and y refers
refers to the predicted output.
output.
Coefficient
Coefficient of multiple
multiple determination
determination (R2)
(R’) is
is a
statistical
statistical indicator.
indicator. It compares
compares the accuracy of the model
accuracy of a trivial
trivial benchmark
benchmark model wherein
wherein the
to the accuracy
prediction is just the mean
mean of all
all of the samples.
samples. It can
prediction
range from
fit would result
result in an Rfrom O0 to 1, and a perfect ﬁt
square value
value of 1, a very good ﬁt
fit near 1, and a very poor
square
fit less
less than О.
0. It is calculated
calculated as
as follows:
ﬁt

dependent variable,
variable, ÿ
where y is the actual value for the dependent
J is
is the mean of the y
predicted value of y and ÿ
is the predicted
values.
values.

1 R-square
R-scluare
correlation
r (correlation
г- câefﬁckæt)

1

coefficient)
square
r- square
square error
Mean square
Mean absolute
absolute error
Min absolute
absolute error
absolute error
Max absolute
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Figure 1.
1. Prediction
Prediction results
results of neural
neural network model and
regression
regression model
model

5.
5. CONCUSIONS

This empirical
empirical study
study presents
presents the prediction
prediction of faults
faults in
three industrial
industrial real-time
real-time systems
systems using a multiple
multiple
regression model and a neural network
network model.
model. From the
regression
results
results presented above,
above, object-oriented
object-oriented metrics
metrics appear
appear to
faults. Moreover,
Moreover,
be useful to predict the number of faults.
neural network
faults
network model can predict the number of faults
more exactly
exactly than
than multiple
multiple regression model
model for soﬁware
sohare
engineering
engineering data.
data.
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